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For this book, see Prince Caspian. For other purposes, see Prince Caspian (ambiguity). Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian Theatre Poster Director Andrew Adamson Productions: Andrew Johnson Phillip Stuart Screenplay Andrew Adamson Christopher Marcus Stephen McPhili-based Prince Caspian C. S. Lewis Starring George Henry Scandar Keynes William Mosley Anna Popwell Music By Harry
Gregson-Williams-Castrographic By Walter Lindenlauch Editing By Sim E. Johns Van ProductionS Walt Disney World Sat. TfM › May 7, 2008 (2008-05-07) (New York City) May 16, 2008 (2008-05-16) (USA) June 26 2008 (2008-06-26) (UK) Running time 150 minutes (UK ENGLISH budget $225 million[1] Box office $419.7 million[2] Nania Chronicles: Prince Caspian is a high-end fantasy film co-written and
directed by Andrew Adamson in 2008. It is based on The Prince of Caspian (1951), the fourth chronicle novel published in C. S. Lewis's epic fantasy series Chronicles of Narnia. Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and Wardrobe (2005) is the second film in Walden Media's Narnia Chronicles film series. William Moseley, Anna Popwell, Scandar Keynes, George Henry, Liam Neeson and Tilda Swinton
re-enact their roles in the first film, while Ben Barnes, Sergio Castellito, Peter Dinklage, Eddie Izzard, Warwick Davis, Ken Stott and Vincent Grasse star. In the film, the four Febensi children return to Narnia and fight against king Miraj, a corrupt uncle, to help Prince Caspian with Aslan's secret help. The British-American film Prince of Caspian became the distributor of the next film, The Chronicles of Narnia:
Dawn Treader, due to a budget dispute between Disney and Walden Media, but it is the last Narnia movie that Disney currently owns three films since Disney purchased Fox on March 20, 2019. [3] The script work started before the release of The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe, so the actors could start shooting before they got too old. Director Andrew Adamson wanted to make the film more
glamorous than the first film, and he created an action sequence, not a novel. The Narnias are designed to look rough as if they were hiding from persecution, emphasizing the dark tone of the sequel. The filmmakers also exercised Spain's influence over Telmarin's hostile race. Filming began in New Zealand in February 2007, but unlike previous films, most of the shoots took place in Central Europe
because it's a bigger set to be seen in that country. To lower costs, Adamson recently decided to base his post-production in the UK due to tax credits. Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian Premier premiered on May 7, 2008. Before the play opens in the Us and June 26 in the UNITED States on 16 June, the Ziegfeld Theatre in New York City. The film received mostly positive reviews from film critics.
Many people praised the performances and visual effects. But the film's dark tone and mature theme attracted polarized opinions. It grossed $55 million in revenue during its opening weekend, a modest success at the box office. By the end of the play, it had earned more than $419.7 million worldwide. In 2008, it became the 10th highest-grossing film in the world. Narnia's plot, almost 1,300 years after the
Febensi brothers left, is awakened by Caspian, The Elmarin Prince, and his mentor Doctor Cornelius, who tells us that his aunt had just given birth to a son and that his life is now in serious danger. Cornelius gives The Queen of Susan an ancient magic horn and instructs him to use it if he desperately needs help. Knowing that his uncle Miraj would kill him to become king, Caspian runs away. After being
pursued by several Telmarin soldiers, the Caspian falls from the horse and meets two Nanian dwarfs and a talking badger in the woods. One of the dwarves, Trumpkin, was captured by soldiers after sacrificing himself to save Caspian, while other dwarves, Nikabrick and Badger Trufflehunters, save Caspian. Knowing that they were trying to save him, the Caspian blows the magic horn and tries to summon
help. Four Febensi children from england wait for a train ride from Strand Underground Station to a boarding school. It's been a year since I left Narnia. As the train enters the station, the station returns to Narnia in tears. There they found their surname, Care Parlabel, being attacked and destroyed in their absence. Pevens started out with Trump, who was about to drown, with a gag gagging. Meanwhile,
Nikabrick and truffle hunters lead the Caspian to the dancing lawn, where all the old Nanians gather. The Caspian persuades them to take the throne. Caspian and his troops face Fevens and Trumpkin, who travel together in Aslan's How, a huge underground hall built on a stone table. Lucy wants to wait for Aslan, but Peter decides that they have waited enough and suggests attacking the castle of Miraj.
Nanian succeeds in infiltrating the castle, but Peter demands retreat when the door is destroyed. Half of Nananan manages to escape, but the rest are trapped behind closed gates and brutally slaughtered. Nikabrick tells Caspian that there is a way to claim his throne and guarantee Miraz's death. If caspian agrees, Haag uses black magic to summon the White Witch. Inside the ice wall, the witch tries to
free her by persuading the Caspian to drop a drop of blood. Peter, Edmund, and Trumpkin arrived and dispatched Nikabrick, and Edmund shattered the ice wall before the witch was freed. Miraj and his Get on Aslan's way. Peter takes time for Lucy and Susan to find Aslan, and he's engaged in a one-on-one duel with Miraz. Peter can hurt Mirose, and he hands a knife to Caspian to finish him off. Unable to
bring himself, the Caspian saves Miraj's life, but says he wants to return Narnia to the people. One of The Miraj's generals, Lord Sofespian, is suddenly stabbing and killing Miraj with an arrow, blaming Nanian and igniting a massive battle between Nanian and Telmarin. Meanwhile, Lucy found Aslan in the woods. He wakes up the tree and the entire forest suddenly attacks Telmarin, and Sir Sofespian
orders a retreat that confronts Lucy and Aslan. Aslan summons a river god that wipes out most of the Telmarin army, including The Sopespian. All the surviving Telmarin soldiers surrendered and handed over their weapons. The Caspian became the king of Narnia and, with the help of Aslan, brought peace between the Nanian and Telmarin kingdoms. Before Pevens leaves, Peter and Susan declare to
Caspian, Edmund, and Lucy that Susan and Peter will never come back to Narnia because they learned that They were in Narnia, but Lucy and Edmund might return. Susan kisses the Caspian, knowing that she will never see him again, and Pevens returns to England to leave the Caspian as king of Narnia. See the cast: Narnia Chronicles of the list of Peter Febensi and william Moseley cast members.
Starting from the novel, Peter competes with Caspian. Moseley is bound to have friction when Peter deals with his own problems, the Caspian deals with his own problems, and neither is willing to compromise. Peter returned to Narnia in anticipation of becoming king again, and as everyone would have said, Caspian caused some of them because he was not willing to take over. That's really what's going
on. I think both should learn some humility, and what the great king needs is to be humble, listen to his people, willing to compromise, and become king at the end, starting with that kind of angry teenager. In real life, the two actors were well-suited. Moseley also revealed that he and Peter returned to school while filming the two films. [4] He trained for three months in New York City to improve his
performance and fitness. [5] Anna Popwell and Susan Febensi, the second oldest Pebency. Popwell was disappointed that he rarely used bows and arrows in his first film. [6] Adamson persuaded Douglas Gresham to take his gift during the battle by suggesting her passive role in the novel, suggesting her views on women before meeting Joey Gresham. I think [Lewis] cast a woman in a previous book, but
when I see a horse and his boy, it has a strong female character. Doug's mother was a strong woman. [7] Adamson also chose to have her Caspian has children growing up. When I look at Ben and see Anna, I can't believe there's no feeling for each other. But he knew it had to be handled sensitively, and ultimately it wasn't about romance, it was about accepting that you could have an amazing
experience, enjoy, and move forward. [9] Popwell added that it would not make sense for the Nanians to use susan, the talented archer in battle, and that romance contributed to the reconciliation of her character, who lost Narnia in the first place. [10] Spandar Keynes: Edmund Febensi, second younger Febensi. Edmund had matured during the events of the lion, the witch, and the closet, so the writers
emphasized his brother's immaturity, saying that he would be a little less key to our Han Solo, [doing the right thing] and perhaps about it. [11] Keynes bruised his heels during the stunt and jumped on the horse. He narrowly missed the landing and hit his foot on the pole when he attached it. Aside from that, he enjoyed doing it. [12] George Henry as Lucy Febensi. Henry acknowledged that Lucy expressed
faith in this story and was the youngest and therefore the most open-minded of The Pebency. [5] Henry's baby's teeth were falling during the shoot, so he wore fake teeth to fill the gap. [13] Telmarins Ben Barnes as Prince of Caspian. Adamson said that caspians are old, to some extent the loss of innocence, and that the Caspian begins to be very naïve, crave revenge, and finally leave for revenge. [9]
Many readers interpret Caspian as a child, but a passage in the novel attempted to match Moseley because it was closer to Peter's age. Barnes read novels as a child and was cast two and a half weeks after meeting with filmmakers. He spent two months in New Zealand equestrian and stunt training to prepare for the shoot. [14] [15] Barnes modeled his Spanish accent on mandy Patinkin's performance as
Princess Bride's Inigo Montoya,[16] Although he was also a dialect coach who helped him. [15] Adamson did not expect to cast a British actor as Caspian, barnes said adamson's surrogate family and four actors who played Pevens were well-equipped. [17] When cast, Barnes was set up for a tour with the production of The History Boys at the Royal National Theatre: Producer Mark Johnson is not the
favorite actor in America right now. Barnes left The United Kingdom without informing the theatre. [18] They were furious when they found out that he had left them without permission, so they considered suing him for breach of contract, but decided to oppose it. [15] Sergio Castellito as King Miraj. Castellito was not familiar with the novel, but his four children enjoyed the first film. Miraz said it's the first time
an Italian actor has played a villain, and it's interesting to know that he's playing a stereotype. Nevertheless, he also felt He and Adamson deepened the role by explaining that Miraj was a soldier, not a coward, and that he was on the throne for his son. He compared the character to Hamlet's King Claudius. [19] General Pierfrancesco Fabino, the military commander of The Miraj, is plotting with The
Sofespian to help kill his king in the battle against Caspian and Peter to lead his attack on Narnia. But in the end, Glosel is the first to repent and volunteer to go to the world of Febensis, in return, a good future given by Aslan. This was Fabino's idea, because Glozel would have died in battle. [20] Adamson dubbed the character the real Benedict Arnold. [9] Fabino speaks multiple languages and generally
serves as a translator for Adamson on the set while working with actors and crew members of different nationalities. [6] Damian Alcazar as Sir Sofespi an. [21] In some ways, Sofespian turned out to be a real bad guy in the movie, Adamson said. Where Miros seem to have the upper hand at first, you can see that Sofespian, like Shakespeare's Iago, is trying to manipulate the situation. [9] Dr. Vincent Grass,
Cornelius: Caspian's Mentor, [22] Half Dwarf. Adamson compared Caspian's relationship with Cornelius to Aristotle and Alexander the Great. [9] Cornelius's role in the film is much smaller than the novel, and he is not named on the screen and is only mentioned as a professor. Alicia Boracroro: Queen Pruna Frismia. [23] Frunafrismia was Miros's wife. When she learned that her husband had killed her
brother, she was offended. After Miraj's death, Frunaprismia was the second volunteer to return to our world (with her child). Because of her repentance, Frunaprismia and her children promised a good life back in our world. Simon Andreu, Sir Sisley. [24] Drag Bjllak in advance to Sir Donon. [25] Sir David Boles Gergiore. He served as one of the enemies in the duel between Peter and Mies. Juan Diego
Montoya Garcia, Sir Montoya, and Naniainliam Neeson reiterate their role in the voice of The Lion Aslan. Aslan has more parents here, [he] makes his mistakes, the kids are good. [9] Aslan's entrance was filmed as a dream sequence to emphasize the character of the Messiah, and it did not reflect his absence badly when Nania was in turmoil. [26] The character is considered the Jesus version of C.S.
Lewis, but Neeson sees him more in the spirit of the planet. That's what he means for me; Native Americans would believe more, he said. [27] Because Aslan has fewer action scenes than the first film, animators find it difficult to make him interesting. His pose had to be imposing, but if he moves his head too much, he will remind viewers about the dog. Not only did his size increase by 15%, but [28] Aslan's
eyes were less egyptian. [29] Most of his shots were completed at the last minute. [6] Peter Dinklage: Trumpkin, Red dwarf. Dinklage was Adamson and Johnson's first choice, and saw him as a station agent. [18] He often accepted, because you don't have much between getting heroes and villains. Trumpkin is in between. He is not a lovely Snow White dwarf. Audiences appreciate these cynical figures. It
helps parents and adults to go with this trip. [30] Dinklage's prosthesis was applied for three hours[18] and his performances were limited to his eyes. Even his frown was built on makeup. [20] On the first day of filming, he fell into a river that was bitten by a sandy flies. Johnson recalled that he was lucky to have returned from his first day. [18] Warwick Davis: Nikabrick, Black Dwarf. He is a descendant of
The Ginarbrick, serving the White Witch, and has one of the rings passed down from each generation. [31] Mark Johnson admitted to casting Davis, but the dangerous Nikabrick cast against this type: [18] Burger covered his eyelids from the prosthesis with all the face bars, allowing Davis to block the audience's perception of him. [32] Nikabrik's nose was based on a burger. [33] Davis was afraid to shoot in
the Czech Republic, because the grass was full of ticks, so he wore an elastic band that allowed his pants to be worn on his legs. [34] Davis portrayed Leepipep in the bbc's production of Prince Caspian in 1989. Ken Stott is the voice of truffle hunter badger. [35] Adamson called the Narnia Library [who] walking and talking about truffle hunters completely outdated. [9] Animators visited the Badger Reserve
to describe their performances. [29] Eddie Izzard is the voice of Riefihip, a swashbuckled mouse. More than 100 actors auditioned to raise their voices. [36] Izzard approached Leepihip as a less-factional and bloodthirsty assassin, and a sense of fame (a cross between Mad Max and The Stormtrooper in Star Wars): Izzard interpreted Rickerf as a man killed by his family by Telmarin. [32] The Narnia series
was part of some of the books Izzard read as a child, and he cherished them. [37] When discussing Reepicheep with animators, Adamson told them to rent as many Errol Flynn movies as possible. [18] Adamson admits that he played his part in Izzard. The director was approaching a Perth-like character in Shrek 2's Boots. [38] Cornell John: Glenstorm Centaur. [39] Adamson saw John perform at London's
Abandoned and Beth, and he loved his long face. [32] John wanted to imagine this character as 170 years old and share his honor, pride, and tradition. [36] Lila Avastova: Windmane (Glenstorm's wife). [32] Yemi Akiniemi as Ironhope (son of Glenstorm). [40] Carlos da Silva stars as Suncloud (son of Glenstorm). [40] David Walliams in the voice of the blown bear. [41] Clara Isova is Narnian Hag, who wants
to resurrect the white witch. [32] She used the Arabic word for her in her domestic. [20] Gomez Mussenden (son of costume designer Isis Musenden) plays a young Centaur lightning bolt. [42] Jan Pavel Filippenki Giants. [40] Shane Langi as an elderly minotaur to help Caspian. Josh Campbell gives a voice for the character. Asterius is killed during the raid while keeping the door open so that some of the
troops can escape. Lange also stood on set for Aslan, Blow Bear, Werewolf, Another Minotaur, And Wild Bear. [43] Rangi played Tabros in the previous film, General Ottin and Dawn Treader's Voyage. He could see more in the redesigned animatronic minotaurhead, but to get the eye line straight, he actually had to keep his head down, so the view is only a foot and a half, so the view still makes it a little
difficult. As a result, Langi knocked himself down at the rising door of Telmarin Castle, but he was fine and was the damaged animatronic head. [44] The costume was still very hot, reducing him to a walking waterfall. Aslan's headpiece stood for the character in the first film, but Lange had to portray the character on the set because Lucy had more interaction. [45] Langi lost 4 kilograms in all his costumes.
[44] Cameos Tilda Swinton plays The White Witch, Jeedis. Her ghost appears in an attempt by The Hague and the Werewolves to revive her. Swinton and her two children also came to the end of the film as Centaurus. [20] Harry Gregson-Williams (film composer) felt the squirrel-like energy in the voice of Squirrel Patterson. [20] Douglas Gresham as Telmarin Creor. [46] In production writing, we had a hard
time figuring out how to make Caspian work in a movie. In this book, the children arrive in Narnia, and they all sit around the campfire and Trumpkin tells them the story of the Caspian Prince - which means that the four Febenshi children disappear for half of the book. Douglas Gresham[47] Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and the Book of Caspian Prince before the release of the closet, the
sequel was already written. [48] Director Andrew Adamson said that if we don't do it now we decided to follow the publishing order of the novel because [the actors] will be too old, we won't be able to. The second novel in the series, Prince Caspian, was published as the fourth chronicle. The horse and his boy rise for a time when they are implied only by the lion, the witch, the closet. [49] The writers briefly
considered combining The Caspian with Dawn Treader's Voyage, which the BBC did for a television adaptation. [40] Screenwriters Christopher Marcus and Stephen McPhilly wanted to explore the mood of Febens returning to an awkward year of school in The King and Queen after returning from Narnia. They pointed out that [C. S. Lewis] didn't take much into account what it was like for King Narnia to
return as a student in the 1940s. They also decided to introduce Pevensies again In contrast to the structure of the book, it's close to the beginning to weave two separate stories of Febenji and Caspian. [50] The guilt of Beneven's part was added, and seeing that Nania was absent[51] His arrogance meant that he could not see Aslan, as Washer was a hubris trying to improve the subject of faith. [52]
Adamson also wanted to make the movie bigger. The first went through and gained confidence. This time, we were able to expand to a larger scale with more extras and larger combat scenes. [30] Inspired by a verse in a novel in which Riefieff says he wants to attack the castle,[53] Peter and the Caspian attack the castle of Miraj in a new battle scene. [54] Adamson felt that the image of the mythical Greek
creature sped up the castle was very original. [17] Marcus and McPhilly used sequences to describe peter and Caspian's conflict and Edmund's maturity to reinforce the script by using the action as a drama. Adamson preferred to be subtle in the drama scene and asked young male actors not to get angry. Adamson copied Alfred Hitchcock and told the people at the end of the scene, 'Give me something i
don't think about anymore.' When used as context, the audience will read emotions. [53] Design concept art of the armor of Miraz. Telmarin has an appearance in Stereotels Spanish, and the masked helmet is partly based on the conquerors. Andrew Adamson described the film as a harsher, rougher, darker place than the last, because narnia had been oppressed for many times by Telmarins, 1300 years
later. [55] He added, this one is more in the boy's film. It is a harsh world. The villain is human, giving a more realistic attitude. [30] The creature was designed by veteran horror and monster concept artist Jordu Schell and directed by Howard Berger, who said that Prince would be more medieval than the Caspian, Witch and Closet. [51] With Adamson, Burger's children helped him through the process by
criticizing his design: [34] His son made it small because he thought the worgen's ears were foolish. [32] For the Nanians, the burger seemed to be rougher as they were forced into the woods. He also decided to increase the depiction of various ages, sizes and races. [57] Black dwarfs are distinguished from red dwarfs because they have more leather and jewellery, and because they have dark colors in
their costumes. [31] Each race of creatures also had a more distinct combat style. [58] Minotaur has mace, and Centaurus uses a knife. [59] In the first film, satir was redesigned as their creations were in a hurry. [42] 4,600 makeup work has been performed, and Burger believes it's a record. [36] The filmmakers interpreted telmarin, including the Caspian, as a being. Producer Mark Johnson pointed out that
caspian is in contrast to Lily White [Pevens], because of the origins of the pirates. [60] Production designer Roger Ford originally wanted telemarines to be French, because they had a history of confrontation with English represented by Pevensies. The crew went for the Spanish feel because they were unable to photograph miraj's hideout at Pierpond Castle because it was discarded. [61] The Weta
Workshop created a masked helmet for the army and a faceplate for live horses on the set. Stunt soldiers wield 200 poles in two styles, carrying 200 rafi in various designs, one hundred and fifty shields, and 55 crossbows. Caspian's Sword is a variant of the Royal Guard's weapon. [59] Costume designer Isis Musenden looked at El Greco's paintings, which inspired Telmarin's costumes. [51] She wanted to
use acidic, hot, cool colors, unlike the red and gold of the Narnia soldiers. [31] Masked helmets are based on conquerors and samurai. [62] She visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Armor Archive for inspiration. [36] The eagle emblem was integrated into the character's hideaway to make it feel fascist. [63] Taken eight months spent scouting positions,[40] including Ireland, [64] China and Argentina,
[65] before New Zealand, Prague, Slovenia and Poland were selected. [40] While previous films were filmed primarily in Central Europe for several months, Adamson decided that New Zealand did not have enough soundstages to accommodate the larger scale of the film. [55] The decision to take most of the photos in Europe allowed him the ability to take during the summer months on both continents [66]
although the weather turned out to be too irregular during filming, Adamson joked that he had lied. [6] When Hevens returned to Narnia, he was shot in Cathedral Cove by an arch that illuminated the train tunnel that the children were transporting. Filming began in Auckland on February 12, 2007. [35] The return of Faevens to the ruins of Care Parabel was filmed at Cathedral Cove. The filmmakers chose
this place because of the tunnel-like arches, which echoed the train tunnel that entered before the children were summoned to Narnia. [61] Henderson Valley Studios was used in the ancient treasure chambers and subway stations of the Pevensies. [36] [67] On April 1, 2007, the crew began filming at The Barandov Studios in Prague. [68] A set was created, such as the Castle of Miraj, The Way of Aslan,
and the Narnia's Underground Lair. [54] The 200-foot-high (61 m) castle was built to expand because Adamson felt he had overused the digital set in his last film. [53] The castle was built outdoors during the winter when the temperature will drop to - 4°F (-20°C). [67] The Courtyard of the Miraj is the biggest set of production designer Roger Ford's career, including previous Narnia films. The way the scene
was modified to hide after the shooting was over. [54] To make truffle hunter's den, Ford's crew put a camera inside the badger's den to study what it would look like. [40] Ben Barnes was so tall that he had to raise the roof of the den to 3 inches. [20] In June 2007, they filmed a bridge battle near Bobek in the Socha Valley in Slovenia. [69] The location was chosen to be similar to New Zealand. A large
bridge modeled after Julius Caesar was built to cross the Rhine. [61] Caesar is estimated to have built a bridge in 10 days, while there were about 40 filmmakers. But the schedule is short, but the authorities will allow this deployment time to avoid completely disrupting normal summer activities on the lake. The filmmakers created trenches to change the course of the river, so it seemed as if they could
drown by deepening the drained side of the riverbed. The crew also reduced 100 trees to film telmarin, which is building a bridge. The tree was moved to the other side of the river for decoration. [70] The bridge stood for two months before it was dismantled. [71] As part of the cleanup, part of the cut-down tree and bridge were sent to the recycling plant, and the other part of the bridge was sent to the
studio when it was shot on a blue screen. [70] Part of the battle was filmed in Usinad Radem in the Czech Republic. [72] Only the entrance to Aslan's method was built here. Adamson wanted peter and Miraz's duel to feel like a unique and overly choreographed fencing match: Moseley and Castellito started training for the scene in November 2006. Stunt coordinator Alan Popleton doubled Castellito in some
shots because of his similar size. For claustrophobia shooting, the camera is built into the shield. [73] The main camera was placed on a 360-degree track surrounding the ruins. [40] The filmmakers drilled a big hole in the ground for the nanians to create a pillar that supported growth near Aslan's decay method in Telmarin. Then the earth was restored after the scene was completed. They also had to
restore the grass after numerous cavalry shots. 18,000 fern plants were imported into the Czech Republic to create a forest. The scene filmed in Poland, which is a cliff, also left no trace. [67] The filming ended on September 8, 2007. [74] Effect Prince Caspian has more than 1,500 special effects shots, more than 800 effect shots of lions, witches and closets, but the film has less time to complete them. [51]
The scale of special effects led Andrew Adamson to base production in the UK, to take advantage of the new tax deduction. Therefore, it is legally qualified as a British film. [75] This also meant that the director had to walk only five minutes in the editing room to oversee the effect. [76] Uk Visual Effects Company Go Picture Company and Frame Store CFC You can create visual effects with Weta Digital.
The framestore worked for Aslan, truffle hunters, and the public's doors. Scanline was strong. Weta created the castles of werewolves, wild bears, and Marez. MPC and Escape Studio had major battles, tunnel scenes, sexual assaults, congressional scenes and all other creatures. [76] [77] [78] Alex Funk, who worked on Lord of the Rings, directed the miniature unit of the film. [51] This includes 1/24 and
1/100 scale miniatures of Miraj Castle. [59] During the climax battle filmed by the actor playing the giant Wimbledon, a scale model was built in Narnia's cave hideaway. [79] One of the improvements in the previous film was to allow Centaurus to walk in the conversation, so Glenstorm's Cornell John wore a power riser to mimic the horse's cantor and height. [54] The animatronic minotaur head has also
been properly improved with lip sync. [79] This was not as successful as hoped, and it had to be digitally modified. [80] In climax battles, 150 extras stood for the Narnia, and 300 extras were used in Telmarin. They were digitally replicated until 1,000 narons and 5,000 telmarins were on screen. Animators have found it easier to create a completely digital centaur and fauna instead of mixing digital legs with
real actors. [76] The dryad was completely computer-generated, but in the first film, the digital petals were synthesized on top of the actors. [29] However, Adamson decided not to wear armor, so the animators had to make the human-horse join more cohesive. Combining digital characters and actors, such as when Lucy hugged Aslan, has been easier since the first film with improved lighting. [76] To
achieve Lucian Aslan, the Frame Store even replaced George Henry's arm with a digital version. [29] For griffons, motion control equipment was created for actors to ride. For realism, the machine can simulate subtle movements such as wing bits. [28] Adamson considers himself the most proud of himself. Controlling that water was an amazing effect. [The Visual Effects Company] said they had been
waiting for 10 years. [76] The film features a windmill-like catapult, a catapult capable of firing quickly, and a Ballista capable of firing three projectiles at a time. A practical version of this was a glass fiber-painted metal, and ripened on top resembling a tree. Weta created props for missiles thrown by telmarin equipment. The practical version of catapult took the upper half painted in blue, to synthesize a
digital version programmed for quick launch movements. [81] Music Extra: Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian (soundtrack) Lion, Witch, and wardrobe composer Harry Gregson-Williams began composing the sequel in December 2007. The recording began at Abbey Road The following month, it was completed by April 2008. Crouch End Festival Chorus,[82] Regina Spector's Songs, The Call, Oren
Ravi's Songs, Dance 'Memory Tree Round' and Switchfoot Songs, This Is Home, appeared on the soundtrack. Imogen Heap, who sang Take It It in the first film, wrote a new song that Gregson-Williams thought was too dark. [83] Gregson-Williams' score is dark along side the lawsuit with the movie. Gregson-Williams wanted the Caspian theme to convey vulnerability, which would sound more heroic to
him. We originally used a 3/4-hour signature, but the opening scene was changed because it needed 4/4. To express the cunning of The Miraz, the heroic theme of the first film has been reversed. In the case of Reepicheep, the muted trumpet was used to present his military and organized character. [84] Gregson-Williams considered preparing his theme for the little Penny Whistle, but found it so cute to
break the tension of the night raid. [85] The public entry into the O2 premiere in London on June 19, 2008 was announced on December 14, 2007 (86), but was pushed back to May 16, 2008 because Disney decided not to compete with another Walden media production, Water Horse. [87] Disney also felt that the Harry Potter movie had comfortably changed its release date from winter to summer, and
Nania was able to do the same because the movie was dark and darker as an action movie. [1] On May 7, 2008, the world premiere was held at the Ziegfeld Theater in New York City. [88] The UK premiere took place at the O2 Arena on June 19, and it was the first time the Dome had hosted a film screening. About 10,000 people attended the event, and the proceeds went to Great Ormond Street Hospital.
[89] The film was released in 3,929 theaters in the United States and Canada on May 16, 2008. [90] The American Film Association gave PG to the film. In order for the filmmakers to earn this award, which was bound by Disney under contract, Adamson made it clear that his head had not been cut due to the expiration of his fallen helmet. [91] Adamson did a lot of editing in advance after showing the film
to a young audience. When you start showing it to the audience, it affects how you feel about the movie. [26] In addition to the $225 million (nearly $100 million) of the marketing movie, Disney spent $175 million to promote the film. [1] Play along to toys has created a play set of Miraz's castles, a series of 33/4-inch and 7-inch action figures, role-playing costumes. Weta Workshop's collectibleunit also
created statues, busts and helmets based on their props for the film,[92] It's also a movie-based Monopoly edition. [93] In the UK, the Damaris Trust has been commissioned to produce resources related to films for churches and schools available on the UK's official Narnia website. [94] June 2008, Journey to Narnia: Prince Caspian Attraction was held at Disney's Hollywood Studios, recreating stone
tables, behind-the-scenes, concept art, storyboards, props and costumes from movies. [95] Tons of film marketing focused on the action of the film, unlike The Lion, The Witch and The Closet Disney and Walden did not show movies for pastors or provide Bible-based research guides in North America. [96] Home Media Prince Caspian was released on November 17, 2008, on DVD and Blu-ray discs in The
United Kingdom, and on December 2, 2008 in North America. It was the most sold DVD of the week released in the US [97] taking $54.7 million. [98] The film was released in Australia on November 27, 2008. There were one disc and three disc DVD editions (2 discs only in the UK), two discs and three discs blu-ray disc edition (two discs only in the UK). The first two discs include Adamson, The Blueper
Reel, deleted scenes and audio commentary from the documentary, and the third disc contains a digital copy of the film. [99] For Blu-ray discs, Circle Vision 360° allowed viewers to see night raids from different angles. [100] Only japanese stores in Japan and Zavvi stores in the UK have provided additional discs with special features, and a separate version with electronic press kit materials is exclusive to
Sanity stores in Australia. [101] By the end of 2008, the film had sold nearly $71 million in DVD sales. [102] Reception Critical Reaction Reviews Aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes reports that 67% of critics have given positive reviews to the film, according to 192 reviews. The site's important consensus is the Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian says it is a fun family adventure to meet the standards
set by his predecessor. [103] Metacritic reported that the film scored 62 out of 100 for 34 critics, which generally showed favorable reviews. [104] The audience surveyed by CinemaScore produced the a−, the average movie rating, from A+ to The F scale. [105] Film critic Leonard Moltin has added three of the film's three points (like The Lion, Witch, and Closet) to three out of four, and the performance is
strong, storytelling solid, and the landscape is breathtaking, but it's a dark story, and the climax battle continues. [106] Both Film Industry Trade Journals gave positive reviews on the film. Variety's Todd McCarthy felt Adamson's direction had a clear sense of cinematic value, and praised the improved special effects, timeless venues and production designs. On the show, he registers the Italian actor
Castellito, who is more interesting than ever, because his four children have more personalities overall. With impeccable evil but not exaggerated. [107] The Hollywood Reporter's Michael Rechtshaffen pointed out that the film is darker than before, and the loss of the innocence theme... It has deepened considerably, he said. He emphasized Peter Dinklage's performance, emphasizing that it surpasses the
title of narnia's most brilliant neophyknown. [108] Many critics have raised concerns about what they interpreted as the film's underlying message. San Francisco Chronicle critic Mick LaSalle wrote that basically on the counsel of parents, this is a film about children who go to other worlds and dimensions and spend time killing people. [109] MSNBC reviewer Alonso Duralde pointed out that all heroes have a
British accent while telmarin is both appearance and inflection point. [110] The Anglican Journal Review described the film as reasonably faithful to the book's adventurous elements, much lighter in terms of religious beliefs, essential to fiction, and lacking in personality and emotion. [111] The Visual Effects Society named it for best visual effects and best compositions. [112] Nominated for Best Fantasy
Film, Best Costume, Best Makeup, and Best Special Effects at the Saturn Awards. [113] Keynes and Henry were nominated for the Young Artist Awards. [114] In 2010, Mark Johnson, the creator of the Narnia film, admitted that we had made some mistakes with Prince Caspian and that we didn't want to make it again. He also said that the Caspian lacked narnia's wonders and magic, that it was too harsh
for his family, and that there were too many action movies for the boy. [115] When the box office released in the U.S. and Canada on May 16, the film topped #1 the box office with $55 million in revenue from 8,400 screens in 3,929 theaters in its opening weekend. [116] Disney said it was pleased with the film's performance, despite the opening total of Lion, Witch and Closet reaching $65.6 million, when
the opening did not meet industry expectations. [117] by June 1, it had sales of $115 million, while the first film had sales of $153 million at the same time. [118] Disney CEO Robert Eiger rated the film's poor performance as being released between ironman and Indiana Jones and The Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, the biggest hits of the year. [87] [119] On May 16, the film took first place in 12 other
countries, with [117] grossing $22.1 million and worldwide release totaling approximately $77 million. [120] The film was released in Russia for $6.7 million, making it the biggest release of the year. We earned $6.3 million (15% more than the first) in Mexico. It's the third most successful Disney movie in South Korea with $4 million. $2 million in India, which was a total of three times the first; It earned $1.1
million in Malaysia to become the third most popular Disney movie in the United States, following the Pirates of the Caribbean sequel. [121] Movie is also released The company, which made $1 million in Argentina on June 13, was Disney's third-largest opening and the biggest opening of 2008. [122] Prince Caspian earned $141.6 million in the United States and Canada, bringing the total amount
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